In this paper we study the connection between sentiment of images expressed in metadata and their visual content in the social photo sharing environment Flickr. To this end, we consider the bag-of-visual words representation as well as the color distribution of images, and make use of the SentiWordNet thesaurus to extract numerical values for their sentiment from accompanying textual metadata. We then perform a discriminative feature analysis based on information theoretic methods, and apply machine learning techniques to predict the sentiment of images. Our largescale empirical study on a set of over half a million Flickr images shows a considerable correlation between sentiment and visual features, and promising results towards estimating the polarity of sentiment in images.
INTRODUCTION
The social web has opened many avenues for exploration of large multimedia datasets that have previously been unavailable. Popular social websites, such as Flickr, contain massive amounts of visual information in the form of photographs. Many of these photographs have been collectively tagged and annotated by members of the respective community. In this work, we exploit a large dataset of images Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. crawled from Flickr in order to investigate links between visual features and sentiment values extracted from the images' textual metadata.
Emotional semantic image retrieval is the heading given to the research area in which low-level image features are associated with emotions for the purposes of retrieval or categorization. Schmidt and Stock [7] investigated emotional image retrieval from the library science perspective and performed a study based on 763 human-tagged emotions on a set of 25 images from Flickr. Their study indicated that for at least some images in their test collection inter-tagger consensus was very high. This finding is a justification for there being a repeatable underlying link between visual content and evoked emotion/sentiment. Colombo et al. [1] proposed one of the first automatic emotional image retrieval systems. In their system, a novel technique to obtain a high-level representation of art images was implemented, which allowed the derivation of emotional semantics such as action, relaxation, joy and uneasiness. Finally, Wang et al. [9] demonstrated a novel scheme to automatically annotate emotional image semantics and provide emotional image retrieval. Wang et al.'s approach is based on a set of global color and sharpness descriptors, based on theories of human visual perception, and designed especially for their experiments. The evaluation on a small dataset showed promising results. For an entirely different problem setting, where tags and visual features in combination with favorite assignments in Flickr are used to classify and rank photos according to their attractiveness, [6] can be seen as an example of using metadata of images to obtain training data and ground truth for classification and regression.
Compared to previous work, our paper is the first to apply and evaluate automatic classification of sentiment using a large-scale collection of photos and annotations from Flickr. Furthermore, we are the first to automatically generate sets of discriminative, sentiment-related visual features from a large Web 2.0 dataset.
VISUAL FEATURES
Digital images are represented as two dimensional arrays of pixels. Typically, images are processed in order to extract feature vectors that represent the images' content. The intuition behind the feature vector representation is that images with similar visual content should have similar vectors in the feature space.
Recently, it has become popular to transform image features into discrete elements or terms. These so-called "visual terms" are elegant because they enable image content to be described in almost the same way as a text document. Typically, an image is represented by a histogram of the number of occurrences of each distinct visual term [8] . This kind of approach is often called a "bag of visual terms" model, as the terms are treated completely independently of each other, regardless of their relative or absolute positioning in the image. It is worth noting that traditional histogrambased image features can also be considered to represent a visual bag of words as will be seen in the following sections. In this study, different types of progressively more powerful visual bag of word based image descriptions have been used.
Global and Local RGB Histogram.
The first type of feature selected is a 64-bin (4×4×4) global RGB histogram. This simple feature is also popular in content-based retrieval applications. Each bin of the histogram can be considered to represent a single visual term that in turn represents a certain range of similar colors. The size of a histogram bin represents the number of times a visual term occurs in the image.
The global color histogram completely discards all information about the layout of color in the image. If we first segment the image into blocks, and then calculate a color histogram for each block, it is possible to develop a rudimentary descriptor that describes the color at a rough location in the image. For our experiments, we split each image into 16 blocks (four evenly sized intervals along each axis) and calculated a 64-bin RGB histogram for each block. Each histogram bin at each of the 16 different locations was taken to be a different visual term, and, as before, the size of the bin represented the number of occurrences of the respective term.
SIFT-based Bag of Visual Terms.
Rather than globally using all of the pixels in the image, recent advancements in low-level image description have lead to approaches that are based on the detection and description of locally interesting regions. Whilst there have been many region detection approaches proposed, Lowe's SIFT [4] remains the most popular descriptor currently. Sivic and Zisserman [8] demonstrated how SIFT descriptors could be quantized into visual words. In their approach, the k-means clustering algorithm was used to find clusters of SIFT descriptors. The centroids of these clusters then became the 'visual' words representing the entire possible vocabulary. The vector quantizer then worked by assigning local descriptors to the closest cluster. The biggest problem of the k-means based approach is that it is computationally very expensive to create large numbers of clusters in high dimensional spaces. More recently, Nistér and Stewénius [5] proposed the use of hierarchical k-means to enable them to build visual vocabularies with over 1 million SIFT-based terms. In this work, we detect interest regions in each image by detecting peaks in a difference-of-Gaussian pyramid [4] . Hierarchical k-means is used to learn various sized codebooks for vector quantization. Because the datasets are so large, we cannot use all the SIFT features in the clustering, so we use uniform random sampling to select one million SIFT features from which we learn the clusters. Once the vector quantization has been applied and discrete visual terms have been extracted from an image, the whole image can be represented by a sparse histogram of visual term occurrences.
SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION OF PHOTOS
In order to automatically classify the sentiment of images, we first assign numerical sentiment values to photos based on their textual metadata. We then make use of these sentiment values and the visual features described in the previous section to build machine learning models (SVMs) for the sentiment classification of photos. Furthermore, we show how discriminative, sentiment-related, visual features can be automatically obtained from a large set of images.
Sentiment Assignment. As the simplest sentiment value computation approach we use a dictionary of clearly positive and negative SentiWords (SW ). With that, we can assign a positive (+1) sentiment value if the text representation only contains positive sentiment terms, and a negative (-1) sentiment value if it only contains negative sentiment terms (discarding all other cases). In a more complex computation, we consider the synsets of each term obtained from SentiWordNet that clearly conveys a sentiment. To this end, we filter out all synsets having a sentiment value below a certain threshold τ . The average of the remaining synsets represents the sentiment value of the respective term. Again, we filter out all terms that do not clearly express sentiment, i.e., do not yield threshold τ . The average over all remaining sentiment terms constitutes the sentiment value of the image; we call this value SentiWordNet-avg-τ (SWN-avg-τ ).
Note that we derived our notion of sentiment polarity directly from SentiWordNet; a more fine grained distinction between different types of mood, opinion, and emotions is subject of our future work.
Classifying Sentiments.
In order to classify the sentiment of photos into categories "positive" or "negative", we use a supervised learning paradigm which is based on training items (photos in our case) that need to be provided for each category. Both training and test items, which are later given to the classifier, are represented as feature vectors. We construct these vectors from the color and SIFT visual-bag-of-words features described in Section 2. Photos associated with "positive" or "negative" sentiment are used to train a classification model, using probabilistic (e.g., Naive Bayes) or discriminative models (e.g., SVMs).
To obtain training sets of photos with "positive" or "negative" sentiment we transform the sentiment value into binary categories. Formally, we obtain a set { ( p1, l1) , . . . , ( pn, ln)} of photo vectors pi labeled by li with li = 1 if the sentiment value is positive ("positive" examples), li = −1 if the sentiment value is negative ("negative" examples). Linear support vector machines (SVMs) construct a hyperplane w · x + b = 0 that separates the set of positive training examples from a set of negative examples with maximum margin. For a new, previously unseen, photo p the SVM merely needs to test whether it lies on the "positive" or the "negative" side of the separating hyperplane.
Discriminative Analysis of Visual Features.
For identifying the most characterizing visual features related to sentiment, we used the Mutual Information (MI) measure [10] from information theory which can be interpreted as a measure of how much the joint distribution of features Xi (color or SIFT features in our case) deviate from a hypothetical distribution in which features and categories ("positive" and "negative" sentiment) are independent of each other. We will show the outcome of this analysis conducted on a large set of Flickr images in the next section.
EXPERIMENTS
Flickr Image Dataset.
In our experiments, we aimed to gather images that 1) were likely to express sentiments, 2) contained textual metadata reflecting these sentiments. To this end, we crawled for images using query terms conveying a strong positive or negative sentiment. We used the top-1,000 positive / negative terms of the SentiWordNet dictionary as query terms, and for each query, gathered the first 5,000 images if available. In this way, we gathered over 586,000 images with many of them having a resolution of 1024 pixels at the larger dimensions, and most of them having at least 500 pixels. The image files of this dataset sum up to approx. 45 Gbyte in size. For all images, we also retrieved metadata including url, resolution, title, description, and a list of tags, comprising about 200 Mbyte 1 .
Image Features.
In a second step, we extracted the Global Color Histogram (GCH), the Local Color Histogram (LCH), and the SIFT bag-of-visual-term features (SIFT) from all our images, and also generated any possible combination of the three. As a simple baseline, we further generated random features (RND) for each image (with feature values uniformly distributed among [0, 1]) to crosscheck classification on features that are clearly uncorrelated to the sentiment values of the images.
The GCH features were 64-dimensional, LCH features 1024-dimensional, SIFT features 3125-dimensional (based on a 5-level quantization tree with 5 splits per level), and for the random features we chose 1000 dimensions. All features except for the random ones were sparse, i.e., they contained many zero values. Color histograms and the random features contained continuous values in [0, 1], whereas the SIFT bag-of-visual-term features were positive integer values. 
Classification.
We performed different series of binary classification experiments of Flickr photos into the classes "positive sentiment" and "negative sentiment". From the labeled images and image features, we created training and test sets for classification. We randomly picked 50,000 images for each category (positive and negative sentiment). We trained an SVM model on these labeled data and tested on the remaining labeled data. For testing, we chose an equal number of positive and negative test images, with at least 35,000 of each kind. We used the SVMlight [3] implementation of linear support vector machines (SVMs) with standard parameterization in our experiments, as this has been shown to perform well for various classification tasks.
Our quality measure is the precision-recall curve with the positive category corresponding to positive sentences. The characteristic precision-recall curve is shown in Figure 1 .
We can observe that for small recall values, precision values of up to 70% can be reached. Due to the challenging character of this task, for high recall values, the precision degrades down to the random baseline. With increasing number of training examples, we see that the precision in the lower regions increases as expected. The SIFT features perform best for SWN-avg with increasing τ ; for the simple SW sentiment value computation, the color histogram features perform best. A combination of SIFT and color histogram features provides best performance for the SWNavg sentiment values with high τ . This shows the sensitivity of the SIFT features for training with strongly positive or negative sentiment values.
Sentiment Correlated Features.
We used Mutual Information to discover image features that are most correlated with sentiments. For each feature, we computed the MI value with respect to the both positive and negative sentiment category. Figure 2 illustrates the 16 most discriminative visual features based on their MI value for the positive and negative categories (in rank order; top-to-bottom). Overall, the selected features mirror the features we inferred for the sample of classified images described in the previous section.
The GCH features for positive sentiment are dominated by earthy colors and skin tones. Conversely, the features for negative sentiment are dominated by blue and green tones. Interestingly, this association can intuitively be hypothesized because it mirrors human perception of warm (positive) and cold (negative) colors. The LCH features show the same trend as the GCH features -blue tones associated with negative sentiment, and skin tones associated with positive sentiment. In addition, the LCH features indicate that there is no bias to the spatial location in which pixels of the respective colors occur for positive sentiment. Negative features appear to be biased away from the far right of the image plane.
Results based on SIFT visual terms are difficult to interpret directly, but we can make some general observations. Looking at the most discriminative SIFT visual term features, the first observation is that the features within the two classes are remarkably similar, but there is a clear difference between the classes. The negative features seem dominated by a very light central blob surrounded by a much darker background. The positive features are dominated by a dark blob on the side of the patch (the patches have been normalized for rotation, so the dark blob could occur in any orientation in the image).
CONCLUSION
We conducted an in-depth analysis of the connection between different image features and sentiment on a sample consisting of more than half a million images from the social sharing site Flickr. Our studies revealed strong and intuitive dependencies between the sentiment values extracted from metadata and visual features based on color histograms and SIFT visual term representations. In our classification experiments, we further confirmed that visual features can, to a certain degree, help predicting the polarity of sentiment. We are aware that this work is just one of many steps; in order to make results applicable for real systems, a combination with additional information obtained through advanced text analysis techniques, considering complementary domain knowledge, and focusing on specific problems domains is of high practical importance.
